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‘Sculpture in Painting’ [review], Burlington Magazine, January 2010 





‘The Cutting Edge’, EXIT – Image and Culture, 35, Madrid, 2009, pp 16-28 [in Spanish and English]

‘Essay’ in David Ferry: Montage 2007-2009, Canterbury 2009, pp 46-8

‘Lamm’s Way’, in Leonid Lamm: From Virtuality to Utopia, Palace Editions, St Petersburg 2009, pp 7-23

‘Aleksandr Rodchenko’s Lines of Force’, Tate Papers, Autumn 2009, np

2008
* * Art Today [Chinese edition of Art Today], Jiangsu, China 2008, 248 pp

*  Urban Walls: A Generation of Collage in Europe and America: Burhan Dogancay, Francois Dufrêne, Raymond Hains, Robert Rauschenberg, Mimmo Rotella, Jacques Villeglé, Wolf Vostell, Hudson Hills Press, New York 2008

‘Music and Form’ [catalogue essay], George Dannatt: New Paintings, Osborne Samuel Gallery, London 2008, unpaginated

2007
‘Virtuosity and Contrivance in the New Sculpture’, in J.Harris (ed), Value, Art, Politics: Criticism, Meaning and Interpretation after Postmodernism, Liverpool University Press, pp 397-423

‘Socialist Realism: “To depict reality in its revolutionary development”’, in M.Beaumont (ed), Adventures in Realism, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford 2007, pp 142-157

2006
‘Kandinsky and Contemporary Painting’, Tate Papers, Autumn 2006, np

* * Aktualnoe iskusstvo 1970-2005, [Russian edition of Art Today, 2005], Slovo, Moscow, 256 pp 

‘Into Production!’ [review of M.Gough, The Artist as Producer: Russian Constructivism in Revolution, University of California Press 2005], Oxford Art Journal, Vol 29, No 3, 2006, pp 453-5 

‘The Lateral View’, Circa: Irish Journal of Contemporary Art, July 2006, p 88

‘Giamportone’s Elegies’, in Gerald Giamportone [exh cat], John Hansard Gallery, University of Southampton, 2006, [in press]

‘Freedom and Constraint: Three Painters at the Hansard’, Viewpoint, Issue 450, 20 March 2006, pp 1-4

‘Introduction’ and ‘Revulsion/Matter’s Limits’, in Sculpture and Psychoanalysis, 2006, pp 1-12, 213-231

**  Sculpture and Psychoanalysis [editor], Ashgate Press and the Henry Moore Institute, Leeds, 2006, 238 pp

2005
*  Shallow Space, Henry Moore Institute, Leeds 2005 [accompanied by ‘Shallow Space: Modernism’s Civilising Norm’, Henry Moore Institute Essays on Sculpture, No 48, 12 pp]

**  Art Today, Lawrence King Publishing, London, 2005, 256 pp

**  Contemporary Art: Art since the 1970s, Prentice Hall, New York 2005, 256 pp [USA edition of the above]

‘Collage Velocities’, in Collage: Signs and Surfaces [exh cat], Pavel Zoubok Gallery, New York, April-may 2005 [not paginated]

*  Elements of Abstraction: Space, Line and Interval in Modern British Art, Southampton City Art Gallery, 2005, 96 pp

‘Geometry and British Art from Blast to Circle’, ‘Constructivism in the West Country’, ‘Abstract Art and the Decline of Modernism’, in Elements of Abstraction: Space, Line and Interval in Modern British Art, Southampton City Art Gallery 2005, pp 49-61, 62-71, 84-88

**  Collage: l’invention des avant-gardes, Editions Hazan, Paris 2005, 224 pp

2004
**  Collage: The Making of Modern Art, Thames and Hudson, London 2004, 224 pp

‘Les archives aléatories d’Eduardo Paolozzi’, ‘Paolozzi’s Aleatory Archive’, in Les Artistes Contemporains et l’Archive: Interrogation / Contemporary Artists and Archives, Presses Universataires de Rennes, Rennes, France, 2004, pp 91-100, 101-109

‘It is all boastful art, and open affectation: Mr Saatchi’s new empire of gold’, in Jan Bakos (ed), Artwork Through the Market: The Past and the Present, Slovakian Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, 2004, pp 303-310

 


